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VALVE THROTTLING, ITS INFLUENCE ON COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
AND GAS TEMPERATURES 
Part II. Zero load and half load operation by Erieh H. Machu 
HOERBIGER VENTILWERKE A.G. 
Vienna, Austria 
Abstract 
When completely unloaded, gas temperatures in the suction or discharge plenum of a reciprocating compressor cylinder depend only on the equilibrium between work losses in the valves, and heat exchange between the gas and different coolants as cooling water or ambient air. At half load, part of the heat generated in the unloaded end is •till removed from the cylinder by heat exchange, the other part by the gas pas•ing through the loaded end, the corre•ponding temperature ch~geo are eotimated. 
7 COMPLETE UNLOADING, ESTIMATION OF STATIONARY PLENUM TEMPERATURES AT ZERO LOAD OPERATION 
In part 1, we have shol"n that the enthalpy of the compressed gas is increased due to work losses in the valves, due to heat exchange and due to hot ga.ses leaking back. With a loaded cylinder end, and as long as th" efficiency of delivery is bigg~r than zero, most of this e:>::tra heat is carried by the gas to the aftereooler where it is removed_ At zero load there is no compreosion and no isentropic enthalpy increase, the heat input resulting from the work AW required to overcome the pressure drops in the unloading mechanism and. dissipated in the gas has to be removed by heat exchange between the gas and the different parts of the cylinder block, from where it is passed on to·cooling water and ambient air. As long as there is more work put into the sy.tem from _the driver to overcome the pressure drop1 in the Yalves >J.nd unloaders than heat is removed by heat exchan~, the internal energy and hence the temperature inside the control surface will rise. In doing so, the gas will become thinner, thus reducing the work lost in the valves and hence the work input. on" the other hand, a rising gas temperature will intensify the heat transfer from the gas towards the out•ide. Station>J.ry zero load (•uction or di•charge) plenum ternperature will be reached when the work input from the driver per cra.nbhaft revolution exactly equals the heat relllUved by heat tra~fer, and this algorithm is used to get estimates for zero load gas temper.,tures in ouctiun or discharge plenum, as shown in Figure 2. Friction between liner and piston rings, or rod and packings is neglected. 
7.1 Zero load obtained by suction valve unloading or by open-ing a plug to the suction plenum 
To lind the steady state gas temperature T 'PI,ol'o in the suction plenum when fully unloaded, we use again the principle of conservation of energy, equation 6.1, the different ter= having the following values: 
· l. No ga• flow through the cylinder, i.e. M = 0. 
2. Work dilt•ipated in the u.nloader: Suction ("intake-") stroke TJ. and efficiency of delivery 
.>. are both equal to 1 or 100% and equal to the volumetric efficiency for discharging ("outftow") back into the >Uction plenum. For temperature T1 and gas density l!l in the 
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suctio;~u pleuum (i.e. fo;~r the very fil"St revo;~lutic>n after switching suddenly fro;~m full lo;~ad 
o;~peratio;~n to;~ zero;~ lo;~ad), we can find .O.Pm.i" uoing <I>;,. instead of +sv and .O.p,.,.,., using 
-t.,.. inatead of 'lsv, both times with equation 6.2. <I>;,. is of co;~ll.lse the equivalent area 
of valve and unl<>ader available at zero;~ load fo;~r the Row fro;~m the suction plenum into 
the working chamber and <11.,.. for the Dow in the rever•• direction, out of the working 
chamber back to the suction plenum. The corresponding work lo .. AW1 is found from 
(7.1) 
Asouming that Ap,.,;,. and APm,..., ve inversely proportional to the actual suction plenum 
temperature Top~.•%• we get for other suction plenum temperatures T,pt.oor; f T1 
.o.w = _I!__.o,w, 
T.,.t,o% 
(7.2) 
3. W ark input due to friction between liner and piston rings, or rod and p,..kings is neglected. 
4. Enef'!J!I removed by heat ezchange = t:.Q. 
To find AQ, we start by deriving a simple expression for the heat exchanged between the 
gas and the surrounding walls. Let a, be the coefficient of heat tran•fer between a gao an
d 
a surrounding wall, Ag the area of this wall on the gM side, t its thickness, >. its thermal
 
conductivity and Am its mean &rea. Fluther, let a. be the coefficient of heat transfer and A. 
the wall area on the side of the coolant. The coefficient of overall heat transfeJ.' K from the
 
ftuid to the wall, through the wall and from there to a coolant is given by 
1 
K;= t + ' + _t_ ~ "1=t ..&ca:~ 
(7.3) 
Given _the heat transfer coefficient a,.., for normal conditions, a, for othet conditions can 
be found using one of the standard heat transfer convenion formulao. From [13J we have (for 
Re > 101 and .Pr > 0.6, for gaseo Pr::::: 0.7) Nu = ¥::::: 0.05Re0 ·1 Pro.<. Nusselt number 
Nu io directly proportional to ag and a length I, Reynold• number Re to the gas density l!g 
and the same length I. If the usually small changes of the thennal conductivity of the gas >. 
(contained in Nusoelt number) and dynamic viscooity 'I (contained in Reynolds number and 
proportional to e, for details, oee [13]) of the g,.. with pressure and temperature as well ao 
changes in gao velocity are neglected, a gao density change from en at p,., T,., to l!ql at Pl' 
T ..,., will cause a, to change from a,.,, to 
((/ )"·" ag ~ ttn,, e:' (7.4) 
Since heat transfer usually takes place along different paths towards different coolants, 
numbered for example . 
i=l from the ouction plenum towards the cooling water jacket, 
i=Z from the ouction plenum towards the ambient air, 
i=.S from the working chamber via the cylinder liner towards the cooling water jacket, 
i=4 from the working chamber via the cylinder cover towards the cooling water jacket, 
we have, for the heat transferred per revolution of the crank shaft from the gu in the suction 
plenum with temperature T ,pl • .,., to the different coolants with temperatures T0 ,; 
60 4 
t:.Q "' - L K; (T.,, - T.,.1•0.,) 
n i;::.l 
To treat the unknown T .,.1,0,-; as an explicit variable, we rearrange as follows: 
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4-Q = ~ (t K;T.,;- T ::!·"~ t K;T •• 1J == - ~ (T :;'·"~ C2 - c,) n i=l ,~,..,.~/ i=-l , n nJ ,______... 
:oo~.Cl =C~ 
(7.6) 
For abbreviation, we have introduced the two constants C1 and C2 , depending on cylinder ~;eometry, coolant temperature>~ and heat transfer coelliciento, T••f being an arbitrary reference 
temperature, for example we ean choose T••l == T,. From 7.6 we have 
4 




C2 = L;K,T •• 1 (7.7) 
i,;;;;;;l 
In order to enable simple algebraic solutions, we neglect the variation of ag with (!g as 
suggested by equation 7.4 within the temperature range from T, to T'l'1.0~ and consider K;, C1 and C2 to be constants. If T .,.1,.,; (and hence a 0 ) is found to be very different from Tt. 
then the T "''·"" of the first calculation can be used to find a. better a. from equation 7.4, thus improving K; from equation ·7.3 and fina.lly T.,.1,0,. in a. second iteration. Substituting M = 0 
and for 4-W and 4-Q from equations 7.2 and 7.6 into equation 6.1, we get 
T1 60 (Top~o% ) .o.w, -,-- = - -,-,-· -C2 - C1 1"''·""" n 1 •• , (7.8) 
w bich is a. quadratic equation in T ""'·"". Solving for the unknown T .,.l,o% we obtain 
(7.9) 
For phy•ica.lly meaningful solutions, the square root must have a positive sign. Equation 7.9 can be used to find the zero load temperature in the suction plenum T.,,,o\11 from given 
compressor and heat exchange data, i.e. knowing ..O.W1 , C, and C2 • If .0. W1 is determined for one cylinder end only, tlie same bas to apply for the heat exChange 
areas used for calculating the different K; in C1 and C2 • 
7.2 Problem inversion: How to calculate heat transfer con· 
stants from measured temperatures 
Sometime5 it is tedious and not convenient to determine the overall h!E!:at transfer coefficients K,, K, etc. for a given cylinder block, but instead we are given the oteady state zero load' 
temperature T,"p1,o% measured on site in the suction plenum with the same cylinder block, i.e. identi<al heat transfer areas, wa.ll thickne$$es and. materials, but fitted with another, given 
valve equipment and working at another, given operating condition, i.e. T.",.1,0., is auocia.ted with another, given zero load. work loss aWj. Assuming a.ll coolant temperatures T. equal, i.e_ with Tr::::::: T~~in.gw•e~ ~ Tgmfti~m~•ir equations 7.7 c~ be solved to find C 1 
(7.10) 
and, on the trivial condition that T;,.I,O'l'o > T., i.e. that the beat is really transmitted from the gas under T;pi,O% to the coolants under T. we obtain for C2 
• n · (Tj)2 c, ""'.o.w1 - •. ... . . --·----·- . ----· 
60 T" (T" .1L - T ) -rl,O~ ql,O" TreJ c: 
(7.11) 
Having found C1 and C, for the cylinder block and assnming both to be constant for other 
operating conditions - a good assumption when only valves change - we can of coune calculate 
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E[J] ......... +.O.W~........... -.O.Qo~p~ 
/"(-- ..._ 
/ I -.O.Q.,., = E.,.. 
+.O.W.,.,=E;,. 
T,.1,0,.; T _.,0,.. T.,.1 [KJ 
.full line curve~ are for the ~uction plenum, dotted line curve~ for the ducharge plenum.
 
For ldentlcal opef"llting conditiom and cylinder geomolry: T.,.t,o% < Td
p!.D% 
Figure 2: Energy balance in the suction plenum: Find T.,., for AW + A
Q- 0 . 
.O.W1 from .equation 7.1 for any other valve equip
ment and operating condition and obtain an 
estimate for the corresponding T.,.1,0,., i"ron;J. equation 7.9. 
7.3 Zero load by opening a plug to the discharge plenum 
The method des~ribed -under section 7.1 can of course be used to lind the stationary zero 
load temperature in the diseharge plenum a.o well. Ll.p,.,;,. and .O.p,
., .... have to he found from 
equation 6.2 using the equivalent flow areas '~·~• and 41;,. of the discharge valves and
 unloaders. 
Gas den»ity r!r•f has to be taken at pressure P3 and arbitrary ref
erence temperature T••l· It 
is however recommended to use T2.il and not T1 since the corr
ection• for a. according to 
equation 7.4 as described in the paragraph following equation 7.7 
will be smaller. The method 
is covered by the equations of 9ection 9. 
8 OPERATION AT HALF LOAD 
8.1 Operation with an unloaded suction side 
Half load of a double acting cylinder can be obtained by having
 one cylinder side operating 
at full load, the other one being unloaded. In a first approxiii18tio
n, each"cylinder side can be. 
looked at separately, signifying that the side operating with full
 load gets gas with nomina.! 
suction temperature T1 up tu its suction valves an<l. that the unl
oaded side hM a steady state 
suction plenum temperature as given by equation 7.9 above. In
 reality we have to aasUille 
that oome of the hotter gas from the unloaded side mixes with th
e fresh gas from the suction 
line under T1 . This means that the mass of gas M taken in by 
the loaded end per cycle is 
composed of a portion X M corning from the unloaded end and havin
g a temperature T ""'·""' 
and another portion (1- X)M corning directly from the suction line with temperature T1 , 
see Figure 3. Altholl@:h the degree of mi:cing X cannot be calculated from
 a thermodynamic 
approach, X 2: 0.4 is a good assUillption: Leu is improbable (where to indeed shou
ld a volUille 
of g..,. pushed out of and taken back again into the unloaded end an
d equal to the latter's stroke 
VOlUIIle disappear and reappear, if nut mix with and separate from the n
eighbouring ga.o stream 
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passing through the same plenum, ...:cording to the above assumptiono?), m~re doe• not or 
almoot not change the results. In addition, it is found that the higher the value assumed for the degree of mixing X, the smaller the imp...:t of heat exchange data on compressor performance. Since it is not eaoy to determine these heat exchange·data with the same precision as the data of compre .. or, gas, val11es and unloaders, we can assume that the estimates of power 
requh-ement and gas temperatmes for haLf load operation and based on the assumption of X ;:: 0.4 can even be considered to be more reliable than those for completely lUIIoading a 
cylinder, in spite of the uncertainty in determining X. 
8.2 Operation with an unloaded discharge side 
The gas flows in the discharge plenum are similar to those shown in Figme 3. In this case, 
no extra work is put into the suction plenum whose temperatmes remain unchanged, i.e. T .,. 1 ,50~ = T1 , such that the i.sentropic efficiency of the loaded end is not reduced, a considerable 
advantage of having the plug not on the suction but on the discharge side. However, this heating in the discharge plenum takes place to a higher degree than under identical conditions in the suction plenum, as becomes evident from the following: Reference work Ll.W~ (in analogy to Ll.W1 in equation 7.1) increases proportionally with U2/(!l, while, according to equation 7.4, the heat transfer coefficient a• increases with '(rn/ e1 ) 0·8 only. Moreover, this slower increasing 
. ag is a factor of only one of several terms inK; in equation 7.3, with the other terms remaining 
unchanged. As a result, .1.W1 increases faster than C, and C,, and steady state zero load temperatures will be higher than what they would be in the .uction plenum, with all other 
conditions unchanged. 
9 COMBINED EQUATION "FOR· ZERO OR 
HALF LOAD OPERATION OF A DOUBLE ACT-
ING CYLINDER UNLOADED ON ITS SUCTION 
OR DISCHARGE SIDE 
In order to obtain general equations applicable either to suction or discharge side unloading, 
we a.re going to use the notation given in Table l. In the case of half load operation and as 
already stated, heat from the unloaded end is not only removed by heat transfer, but also by the enthalpy increase of a maos of gao X M whooe temperature has rioen from T;,. to T • ..,1 •0~. The nominal work lo•• per cycle in the unloader rnechani•m of the unloaded end due to gas How and associated pressure drop at nominal gas state p., T, in the plenum is given by 
Ll.W."" v.,(.1.p.,.,,,. + ap.,.,.,..,) (9.1) 
When operating at zero load ..\ 0~ "' 'lv,Dl'l "' 100% == 1. With 1}. = nf;z, and V1 "' fo V., we have from ~quation 6.2 
n
2 
V 2 ( 1 1 ) Ll.p.,.,;, + .1.p ........ "' 3" 75 1!. 360~1 t2 + ~
1n EJI,I.I; 
(9.2) 
At the same plenum pressme p. = P•,p! but another plenum temperature T,..,1 ,0~, the work loss becom~s 
.1.W = .1.W.~ = .1.Wc T,Z. (9.3) u • ..,1.o~ T.,pl,o!lz.,p!,o~ 
where z. and z • ..,l.o~ ..,., usually assumed to be equal. The heat transferred to the gas per cra.nluhaft revolution by heat exchange with the walls of the cylinder liner, cover and walls 
of the plenum of the u.nloaded end is given by 
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Table 1· Value!! to be used for p T etc in equations 9 1 through 9 13 ~. .. 
auction discharge comment 
side unloading side unloading 
p., P1 P: nominal pre .. ure 
T., T, T,,._ nominal temperature 
T.,,pi,O'II T.,.t,o'll To~p~,o,; unknown zero load plenum temperature 
T,., T, T2,i• arbitrary reference temperature in C2 
T,~ T, T,.~ temperature of the incoming gas 
(9.4) 
with C1 a.nd C, according to equations 7.7. 
The enthalpy removed from the unloaded cylinder end by a stream of gas X M whose 
temperature is thereby increased from T;,. to T~.;.t,O% is given by 
ll.H =X M (h.,,pt,D%- h;,.) 
Assuming ideal gas behaviour, tl.H is given by 
ll.H == XMRT.,-"'- (T•.pt,o,;- T;,.) =C., (:f~,pl,o\'o- T;,.) 




_where c. is a constant, introdnced for abbreviation and M is the maas of ga.s delivered 
per crank shaft revolution of the loaded end, according to equation 2.&, assuming T1 in the 
suction plenum. 
C.,= XMRT.,-"'-
. -,.- 1 
(9.7) 
The energy balance eq'!-ation 6.1 for the unloaded cylinder end takes the form 
tl.W+Il.Q =ll.H (9.8) 
Substituting for ll.W, ll.Q and ll.Jl frum equations 9.3, 9.4 and 9.6 we get 
tl.W. ~ + ~ (c,- l;,,.,,o,; -~c.) -c., (T~"''·""-- T;,.) = o (9.9) 
T.,,p<,o% n T •• f T. T. T. 
Multiplying equation 9.9 by r.~:;'"' a.nd rearranging we get 
ll.W. -- (T·~~·"r.)' (~ --~ C, +c.] + T~·•'·"" (~ C, + T,,. C.J = 0 1. n TuJ T. n T., 
~c • .:~ .:..:.C~a 
(9.10) 
Putting 
c.,= ~c, + T,,. c. 
n T., 
and C •• =~ T. C + C .. - ,----- 2 • 
n. .l.ref 
(9.11) 
we get from equation 9.10 ' 
(r.,_.,,o-,;)
2 
_ T._.,,ar. c<~ _ tl.W., = 0 
T. T. C.,, C~• 
(9.12) 
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This is a quadratic equation in r.:f'/11 having the solutions 
T•,pi,D!'l "' T~ 2?:~ ( 1 ± 1 + 4 .6.W;C~2) c~~ (9.13) 
Physically, only the positive sign of the square root is meaningful. For zero load without 
any gas stream for heat removal, i.e. when putting X =o' 0 and hence also c. = 0, equations 9.13 and 7.9 beGome identical. Equation 9.13 can be used for half load or zero load with suction or discharge side unloading indifferently, according to the notations given in Table 1. 
9.1 Application to suction side unloading 
The gas !lows, input and output of energy are shown in Figure 3. ln th.is case, T~.pi,D% "' T .,1,0% is the steady state gas temperature in the saction plenam of the anloaded end. The degree of mixing X has to be a5Samed, good assumptions are X ~ 0.4 as stated earlier. Equation 9.13 can now be evaluated. The gas temperature T.,n,oo% upstream of the suction valves of the loaded end is found from the mixing rule 
T..,.1,5o% = (1- X) T1 +X T..,.l,o% (9.14) 
Thus, the real compression cycle of the loaded cylinder end does not otart from temperature· T1 in the suction plenum but from the higher T .,.l,iD% and we can auume that final temperature Tdpl in the discharge plenum also rises almost proportionally with T..,.1,so%· If T;pl is the final temperature at full load (with the cycle starting from T,), we have, in analogy to equation 2.6 for the isentropic .efficiency of the looded cylinder end only at half load 
"~••.iO% = T T ... uot'i T 
d:pl ---r;-- - 1 
(9.15) 
Since T,pl,iD% > T1 , the denominator ip.creases and '7i.,so% decreases as compared to full load operation. The lotal woTk per cycle required by a double acting compressor cylinder operating at half load is of course the sum of. 
• the work requirement .6. W of the unloaded cylinder side according to equation. 7.2, plas 
the work necessary for the full load compression cyde in the loaded cylinder end, which in analogy to equation 2.6 is given by 
(9.16) 
We finally get for the overall isentropic efficiency of a double acting cylinder operating at half load 
(9.17) 
Note that, with T .,.1,soo/o > T1 , the mass M delivered per cycle of the loaded end will be smaller at half load in the proportion TlfT ..,.1,,0., than at full load, such that calculations sha.ll be run a •econd time with an improved value for M and C~ according to equation 9. 7. Tu find the suction plenum temperature for complete unloading T .,.1,0,., simply put X "- 0. 
9.2 Application to discharge side unloading 
In that case, suction plenum temper~tnre T.,1 "" 1\ and discharge temperature T2,4 o/ !he loaded end are those of full load operation, isentropic: and volumetric efficiencies of !he loaded end rema"' unchanged. To find the work loss in the unloaded end, we can determine Ll.p,.,in and dp,.,.,., from equation 9.2 for isentropic discharge conditions, i.e. put q, "' e2,;,. The 
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heat transfer coefficients on the gas ide "'• should also be adjusted to g"" density (/2,i• using 
equation 7.4. Ha\fing foUIId the unkr own To~p~,u,., = T•·•'·"" from equation 9.13, the additional 
work ~w.,. required by the unloa ed end can also be determined, which reduces overall 
isentropic efficiency according to eq~ation 9.17. Half load final temperature Tdpl,oolfo follow• 
from the mixing rule 
(9.18) 
To find the discharge plenum ter perature for complete unloading T o~p1 , 0;. put X = 0. 
JJ. 
Mat r control surfaC. I p,, T, 
atoUIId the 
I unloaded CJ:; I 
-(1 X) "at T, I I 1~n . :z·, --> ,......-. 
*= ll.Qcs 








Mat p,, To~p~ 
Thin linea $ym.bolize g"-' f!oVJ$, ~•ther directly from the st&et•an pipe 
to the loaded hea.d e• d working cha.m~r for the part (l - X)M, 
or via the unloaded crank c nd working chamber for the remaining part X M. 
Figure 3: Half load with he .. d nd loaded, crank end unloaded on its suction side. 
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suction throttling constant 
discharge throttling constant 
heat transfer constant 





nuus of g"" 
molar mass of g"" 




valve ampleness coefficient 
heat transferred 
g ... constant 
Reynolds number 
deo.rance volume ratio 
absolute temperature 
velocity 
specific internal energy 
(stroke) volume 
mechanical work 
degree of mixing 
relative piston displacement "' puton tmvel / puton •troke 
real gas compressibility factor · 
heat transfer coefficient 
small increment 
ex.pa.ns;irin ratio = Pilf~ . cPI!tmm / Pup.be:drn. 
(volumetric) efficiency "' length of suction stroke 
dynamic viscosity 
crank angle 
ideal gas isentropic exponent = c,jc. 
efficiency of deli very 
thermal conductivity 
length of effective discharge stroke 
kinematic vi1cosity = TJ/ (! 


























Lqt of Subscripts 
corn.ment 
suction) or just a counter 




not yet accounting for temperature changes 
compre•sion 
coolant 






referring to the valve gap area 
indicated, referring to the full stroke volume 
isentropic 
leakage 
nrean, referring to stroke volume x 11. 
normal condition, at p,. == 105 [Pa], T,. == 273.16 [K] 
at constant preuUl'e 





volumetric, or at constant volume 
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